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The Rangzen Fist Four - Axion Tibet

Aug 24, 2008 - the iconic medal-stand gesture by Tommie Smith and John Carlos at the 1968 Mexico City. Olympics. The protest took place just hours after the ... 
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The Rangzen Fist Four Featured Snow Lion Roars August 24th, 2008 On August 21, Tibetan-German Florian Norbu Gyanatshang, and Tibet activists Jeremy Wells and John Watterberg were swarmed by plainclothes Chinese police for protesting near the Bird’s Nest stadium. Nearby, supporter Mandie Mckeown was also grabbed. They shouted “free Tibet” and Norbu unfurled the Tibetan flag. They raised their fists in the spirit of the iconic medal-stand gesture by Tommie Smith and John Carlos at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics. The protest took place just hours after the men’s 200 metre final, the same event 40 years ago at which Smith and Carlos won their medals. The next day, the British and German Embassies in informed the activists’ friends and family that Chinese police would be holding them in jail for ten days without a trial. However, on August 24th they were released and are on their way home. Visit www.studentsforafreetibet.org/rangzenfist4 for more information.
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Rangzen flame reaches Paris - Axion Tibet 

Jun 23, 2008 - Paris, June 22 - Hundreds of Tibetans, French supporters,. Uighurs and others ... Many people came out of their houses to show their support.
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Tibetan Youth Congress - Axion Tibet 

Jul 16, 2007 - Standard Time (IST) at Jantar Mantar, New Delhi, India. The fourteen ... the history of the freedom struggle around the world, it is the voluntary ...
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Xinjiang: China's 'other Tibet' - Axion Tibet 

Mar 22, 2008 - what several human rights groups have dubbed China's. "other Tibet". ... believes the situation in Xinjiang has got worse over the last decade.
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Beijing orchestrating Tibet riots - Axion Tibet 

Mar 20, 2008 - electronically monitors half the world from space, has confirmed the claim ... Committed to teaching the tenets of his moral authority---peace and ...
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mailto:[email protected] - Axion Tibet 

Tibet will be Free and Independent - once again! ... struggle for Tibet must be waged even as it brings to mind the words of Mahatma Gandhi." It is not enough to ... Raha was absolutely right when he said at the time of arrest: "As an Indian I am.
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Crackdown on celebrations in Tibet as Dalai Lama ... - Axion Tibet 

Oct 23, 2007 - focusing on Tibetan language and literature, were closed down â€“ one ... Friday (October 19), Foreign Ministry spokesperson Liu Jianchao ... The stepping up of rhetoric against the Tibetan exiled leader coincides with a period.
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Complete one-week update on Tibet Protests Tuesday ... - Axion Tibet 

scene arresting first the monks who started the protest and beating them fiercely. ... Tsuklakhang Temple (Barkhor street, Lhasa) and Sera Monastery (Lhasa).
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Chinese cops 'deployed inside Nepal' after Tibet unrest - Axion Tibet 

situation in Lhasa, there are a lot more plain-clothes Chinese armed police on the Nepal side,â€� explained a senior Nepali military official who asked not to be ...
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17 jailed for Lhasa violence - Axion Tibet 

Apr 29, 2008 - Johkang Monastery, smashed police stations and fire engines with stones, and assaulted firemen during the riot that broke out in downtown ...
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Full transcript of interview with the Dalai Lama - Axion Tibet 

May 25, 2008 - government: please allow more people, let them go there and see themselves ... Dalai Lama: Mainly I appealed for some practical help to those ...
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Dharamshala, 23rd Sep-26th Sep 2008 - The fifth ... - Axion Tibet 

Dharamshala, 23rd Sep-26th. Sep 2008 - The fifth National Convention of the National. Democratic Party of Tibet held at the Toepa Community hall. Ms. Gyari ...
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The New York Chinese overseer's dissidents and ... - Axion Tibet 

Mar 17, 2008 - Tibetans and monks to process of beating, smashing, killing and burn in the street in order to have enough evidence to use armed force to stop ...
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famous five points you said 'Tibet was a completely independent state in 1949 when the PLA entered'. Now the Chinese say these statements prove that you ...
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Jul 22, 2007 - through radio and other means of information. We have ... tragedies of human history, particularly since this happens when most of the world is ...
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KIRTI MONASTERY, Dharamsala PRESS RELEASE - Axion Tibet 

... forces raided each monk's room and confiscated all means of communication with the outside world, ... injustice through nonviolent means and methods.".
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Pro Tibet activists unfurl a "Free Tibet" banner and ... - Axion Tibet 

... capital, an activist group said.(AP Photo/Oded Balilty). Page 2. Page 3. source : http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/apphoto/photo?photoId=2007535&sportId=3000.
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The Crisis in Tibet: Finding a Path to Peace Friday - Axion Tibet 

Apr 23, 2008 - Special envoy Lodi Gyari testifies during a hearing before the House Foreign Affairs. Committee on Capitol Hill on 13 March 2007.
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AN APPEAL TO ALL CHINESE SPIRITUAL BROTHERS ... - Axion Tibet 

Apr 24, 2008 - The Chinese and the Tibetan people share common spiritual heritage in Mahayana Buddhism. We worship the Buddha of Compassion â€“ Guan ...
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A Tibetan woman succumbs to torture - Axion Tibet 

May 5, 2008 - A Tibetan woman in Ngaba County died after being subjected to brutal ... fundamental human rights in a cruel and bizarre abuse of power.
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Tibetan Monks Still Held in Qinghai - Axion Tibet 

According to an authoritative source who spoke on condition of anonymity, 675 Tibetan monks ... been studying in Lhasa monasteries at the time of the unrest.
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Monks of Drepung Monastery detained during Patriotic ... - Axion Tibet 

Apr 14, 2008 - Later security forces were called into the ... immediately detained and taken away to unknown location by the security forces for ... its report.
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Chinese Regime Implicated in Staging Violence in ... - Axion Tibet 

Mar 28, 2008 - the next day. When she arrived in ... business district, incite citizens to rob rice and food, attack the Tibet-Gansu Trading Company. Encourage ...
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Tibet's foremost woman writer, Woeser, detained by police - Axion Tibet 

Aug 26, 2008 - Tibet's most famous woman writer and blogger was accused of ... Each comprises five men carrying rifles who patrol a section of the route.
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GCHQ Confirms Violent Riots Staged By Chinese - Axion Tibet 

Britain's GCHQ spy agency has confirmed the fact that Chinese People's Liberation ... demonstration was all monks," he explained, adding that the CCP carefully ...
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